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ABSTRACT 
For off-line one-tape Turing machines the number of tape reversals required for 
various computations may be uniformly reduced by an arbitrary constant factor. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the studies of specific measures of computational complexity it has always been 
of interest o determine the "speed-up" characteristics of such measures with respect 
to a class dr' of abstract computing devices [4], [6], [8]-[10]. More precisely, a speed 
up by a recursive function g(x) is possible if given any abstract computing device 
M c . / / ,  there exists another device M'~ ~r such that M and M'  have equivalent 
input-output behavior and for any w, g(C'w) ~ C~ for all but a finite number of w. 
Cw and C;~ denote the complexity measures for the computations of M and M' ,  
respectively, with w as input in each case. 
M. Blum has shown that, for any measure of complexity satisfying very general 
conditions and for any recursive g(x), there exist computations which may be sped 
up by g(x) [1]. Other computations, however, may not necessarily be sped up at 
all with respect to the same measure. For the specific measures of computational 
time and storage space on multitape Turing machines, it has been shown that all 
computations may be sped up by a constant factor [8], [10]. x For the measure of space 
on multiple counter machines a speed up by any polynomial p(x) is possible [5]. 
* This research was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant GP-7701. 
x For computations with input, the time or space necessary to read or store the input z0 is 
usually excluded from the complexity measure. Otherwise, all computations would take at 
least time or space equal to the length of w. 
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The measure of tape reversals for on-line and off-line one-tape Turing machines 
( I -TM's)  has recently been studied. Hartmanis has shown that there exist computa- 
tions for on-line I -TM's  for which the number of reversals cannot be decreased [6]. 
In contrast o this, it will be shown here that for off-line 1-TM's there always exists 
a constant speed up for tape reversals, i.e., given any ~ 3> 0, for any off-line 1-TM 
taking Rw reversals to process input w, there exists another off-line 1-TM (the choice 
of which is independent of w) performing equivalent computations and requiring 
only E 9 R~ reversals for almost all w. 
PRELIMINARIES 
For the sake of brevity the description of the abstract computing device treated 
here shall be informal. For more formal discussion of the concepts "Turing machine", 
"acceptance of input", "tape reversal", "computation", etc., the reader is referred 
to [6]. 
A off-line one-tape Turing machine M has a finite state set S----{s t , s2 ,..., s,}, 
a finite alphabet 27 = (01, o 2 ..... ore-t, B} (with B indicating the blank symbol), 
a transition function 8, a starting state qt and a set of accepting states F C S. The 
storage tape of M is unbounded in extent and blank except for a finite number of 
squares. The action of the machine is described by 8, which assigns to each combination 
of present state and symbol under scan a next state, a new symbol to replace the 
one under scan, and a possible shift of the read-write head one square to the left 
or right on the tape. The transition function is given as a set of quintuples of the 
form (q, a, q', a', D), where q and a are the present state and symbol, q' and a' the 
new state and symbol, and D = --1, 0, q-1 or H according as the tape head shifts 
to the left, does not shift, shifts to the right, or the machine halts. Induced by 3 are 
two functions v and ~r which yield the next state and new symbol, respectively, i.e., 
v(q, a) = q' and ~r(q, a) -~ a'. 
Prior to a computation, the input is placed on the storage tape surrounded by 
blanks. We may assume that the input itself contains no blanks. The machine is 
started in state ql while scanning the leftmost square of the input. The computation 
proceeds as determined by 8, and the input is accepted if and only if the computation 
eventually halts with the machine in a state in F. 
For convenience in notation, we shall always let a, b, and c, with or without accents, 
superscripts and subscripts, denote symbol variables. Similarly state variables will be 
denoted by p, q, and r, with or without frills. Thus, to denote an arbitrary string of 
symbols of length k, we may write a 1 a a ... a k instead of the more cumbersome 
oqcrq...~q, and similarly for sequences of states. We also let 27* denote the set of 
all words over the set I .  
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THE MAIN RESULT 
We present an overview of the approach used before plunging into the detailed 
construction. First, we show in a lemma that one may, without loss of generality, 
consider only computations in which the tape reversals occur only at the ends of 
the nonblank part of the tape (the "work space"). Furthermore, the work space is 
expanded only during one round trip of every four. 
Secondly, we show that a machine making a fixed number of round trips over a 
work space which does not need to be expanded during the group of round trips 
may be simulated by a larger machine making only one round trip. Our construction 
is motivated by Hennie's notion of a crossing sequence of states, which lists a TM's  
states as the TM crosses from one tape square to another [9]. We note that the de- 
scription of the new machine will not depend upon the length or contents of the work 
space of the original machine, but only on the state set, alphabet and quintuples 
("program") of the first machine. 
During the first half of its round trip, the new machine records on each square 
of the work space the set of all pairs of crossing sequences satisfying the following 
criteria: 
(1) The first member of the pair is a crossing sequence which could occur at 
the left-hand boundary of the work space. 
(2) If the first member of the pair were the actual crossing sequence at the 
left end of the work space, then in view of the information which has been scanned 
so far (the symbols to the left of the square being visited and the square itself), the 
second member of the pair is a possible crossing sequence for the present position. 
During the return sweep the new machine does the same for crossing sequences 
which are consistent with the information on the tape between the square scanned 
and the right end of the work space. 
Since the original TM is deterministic and there are only finitely many possible 
sets of pairs of crossing sequences, at each point on the tape the new machine can 
determine (by a table look-up in its finite control) the unique crossing sequence 
compatible with all the information on the work space, i.e., the appropriate crossing 
sequence of the original machine. Having determined this, the new machine can 
also update the original symbol on the tape before leaving the tape square. Thus, 
on its return sweep the new machine leaves the same result that the original machine 
leaves as it finishes its third round trip. 
We now present he details. 
LEMMA. Given any off-line 1-TM M, one can effectively construct another off-line 
1-TM M' with the following properties: 
(i) The alphabet of M' contains the alphabet X of M and for every input 
w 6 (2' -- {B}) ~ M accepts w if and only if M'  does. 
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(ii) For every input w ~ (Z -  {B))* the computation of M'  has the same number 
of tape reversals as the computation of M. 
(iii) M' places special "end symbols" e- and e + to the left and right respectively 
of its input. All subsequent computation takes place between these symbols, which are 
periodically moved further apart. 
(iv) M' reverses its tape only while positioned o'cer one of the end symbols. 
(v) Whenever M '  moves the e + and then reverses direction, the e + is not moved 
again until ,r~1' has made 7 more reversals, and whenever M'  moves the e- and then 
reverses direction, neither end symbol is moved again until M'  has made 6 additional 
tape reversals. 
Proof. Let n be the number of states of M. M '  has enough additional states and 
symbols to implement he following algorithm, the formal details of which can be 
easily supplied using techniques imilar to those in [3]: 
(1) Assume the first move of M is to the right. (The other case is handled in 
symmetric fashion.) When computation begins, M '  behaves like M until M encounters 
a state-symbol pair which calls for a left shift. At this point M '  marks the square 
being scanned with a special symboi which describes the state-symboI situation for M 
at that time. i~l' then moves to the right until it encounters the first blank symbol, 
continues 4n -.- 1 additional squares to the right, writes an e +, moves to the left 
until it encounters the special marker symbol eft behind, and resumes the computation 
of M still moving to the left. 
(2) The first time that M now encounters a state-symbol pair which calls for a 
right shift (thus causing the second reversal of M), M '  writes a state-symbol marker 
symbol, moves to the left until it encounters a blank, continues 4n -- 1 squares to 
the left, writes an e-, moves to the right until it encounters the special marker symbol, 
and resumes the computation of M still moving to the right. 
(3) M'  keeps count (modulo 8) of the number R of tape reversals of M. After 
the first two reversals of M, the following behavior obtains when M makes a reversalS: 
(a) R -~ 3, 5, or 7 (mod 8). M is reversing from right to left. M' writes the 
appropriate state-symbol marker, moves right until it reaches the e "~, moves left 
until it reaches the marker, and resumes the computation of M. 
(b) R =-- 4, 6, or 0 (mod 8). M is reversing from left to right. M '  writes a 
state-symbol marker, moves left until it reaches the e-, moves right until it reaches 
the marker, and resumes the computation of M. 
Pausing on a tape square for several steps, then resuming motion in the same direction 
as before the pause does not constitute a reversal (cf. [6]). 
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(c) R -=- 1 (mod 8). M '  writes a state-symbol marker, moves right until it 
encounters the e +, erases the e +, continues 4n -'- 1 squares to the right, writes an e +, 
moves left until it encounters the marker symbol, and resumes the computation of M. 
(d) R - - -2  (mod 8). M '  writes a state-symbol marker, moves left until it 
encounters the e-, erases the e-, continues 4n + 1 squares to the left, writes an e-, 
moves right until it encounters the marker symbol, and resumes the computation of M. 
It is obvious from the construction that M '  possesses properties (iii), (iv) and (v). 
Now since M has n states, it can traverse at most n consecutive blank squares without 
reversing or going into an infinite loop. Thus, M can expand its work space by at 
most n squares per reversal or at most 4n squares at each end during every 8 reversals. 
It follows that the computation of M being simulated by M '  can never run into the 
end symbols of M',  so that M '  will accomplish the computation of M in between 
detours to the end symbols. Thus part (i) holds. Part (ii) then follows since the detours 
to the end symbols do not require any additional tape reversals. 
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FtG. 1. 
Motion of M 
. . . . .  Motion of M' 
Tape Mot ion of M and M' .  
Figure 1 shows the possible tape motion of M and the resulting tape motion of M'.  
Note that the end symbols are moved on the first round trip out of every four and 
not moved during the other three. We now show that the three round trips during 
which the end symbols are not moved may be replaced by a single round trip. 
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THEOREM. Let M'  be an off-line I -TM satisfying the properties of the lemma. Then 
there exists a machine M" which accepts the same inputs as M'  and performs the computa- 
tion of M'  in the following manner: 
(i) Segments of the computation of M'  between reversals numbered R ~ 0 (mod 8) 
and R = 2 (rood 8) are imitated on a step-for-step basis by M". 
(ii) Segments of the computation of M'  between reversals numbered R ~ 2 (mod 8) 
and R :-- 0 (rood 8) are replaced by segments of computation of M" which yield the same 
result but require only 2 reversals instead of 6. 
Proof. Let M'  have state set ~ of size h and alphabet 27' u {e-, e+}, with 27' of 
size rh. In Fig. 2, the three round trips of M'  are depicted. The 6-tuple of states 
<d,d  q~ 9 , , q4, q~, q~> is the crossing sequence between tape squares 1 and 2, and 
means that 1lr is in state ql 1 when first passing from square 1 to square 2, in state 
q~ when next passing from square 2 [which then contains ~r(q~, a~)] back to square 1 
[then containing rr(q ~ , al)], etc. 
Tape Square  0 1 2 3 9 9 9 i - - 9 k k4 1 
Beg inn ing  Symbols  [e - i  a~ a2 ~a ~ [ - . . . . . . . .  aT [  . . . a k [ -~]  
- -  qz  - q2  ~ q q2  . 4 - -  q 
Cross lngSequences  i * ' -q~ q~ q~ . . . . .  q i ; ,  q l  . . . .  qk_ ]  
i ~ i " ~- ,  , k 9 " qs  q qs  -----q-- q s qs  ~ q5 --~ 
o t qt~* i k ' 
~ .  q~ q6 q~ ~ q6 "~- -  q~"~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i__._2 
FiG. 2. 
Since the crossing sequences related to the 3 round trips of M'  are obviously all 
of length 6, it follows that the number of distinct pairs of crossing sequences i finite, 
being h 12, and the number of different sets of pairs of crossing sequences is also 
finite, having cardinality 2 s12. Thus it is possible for M", as it moves to the right 
on its tape, to remember in its finite-state control unit which set of pairs of crossing 
sequences contains exactly those pairs which have not yet been ruled out as possible 
crossing sequences for M':  (1) at the left-hand end of the tape (to the right of the e-); 
and (2) immediately to the right of the square currently being scanned, We now 
present he details of the construction. 
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(1) In addition to the h states and rh + 2 symbols of M',  M" has 2 al~ additional 
states, one for each member of ~(~12), i.e., one for each set of 12-tuples of states 
of M '  (each 12-tuple representing a pair of crossing sequences). 3 M" also has fit 9 2 a~ 
additional symbols, one for each pair (a, aM), where a 6 Z" and aM E ~(~12). 
(2) Quintuples of M '  of the form (q, B, q', e-, - -1)  are replaced in M" by 
(q, e-, aM-, e-, + 1), where t~- E ~(~12) and aM- contains exactly those 12-tuples of the 
form (qt,  q~, qa, q4, q5, q6 ; qt, q2, qa, q4, q~, qe) satisfying ql = q', q3 := v(q2, e-) 
and q~ ~- v(qa, e-). Since the tape motion of M'  has already been determined by 
the construction of the lemma, one may assert hat a 12-tuple of the above form is a 
member of.~?- if and only if for some q ~ ~q the following quintuples are in M ' :  
( q ,  B, q l ,e - ,  + l ) ,  
(q.,, e-, qa , e-, + 1), 
(q4, e-, q5, e-, +1) .  
(3) M" has all quintuples of the form (aM, a, ,~', (a, ~) ,  + 1) with aM, aM' 6 ~(~qlz) 
and a ~ S',  where aM and Y)~' have the following relationship: 
(P l ,  P2 ,P3 ,P4 ,Ps ,P6  ; rt ,  r.,, r3, r 4 , rs, re) ~aM' 
if and only if there exist qx,qa ,qz ,qa ,q~,qn  ~ ~ and b x ,b~,ba ,b  a ,b~,bn~Z' '  so 
that (P l ,  P2, Pa, P~, P~, Pn ; qt, q2, q.~, q4, q~, q~) 6 M and the following quintuples 
are in M' :  
(q l ,  a , r  1 ,b  1, +1) ,  
(q8 , b2 , ra , ba , -w l ) ,  
(qs, b4 , r5 , b6, +1) ,  
(rz , bx, qz , b2, --1),  
(r4, b3, q4, b4 , --1), 
(re, bs, q6, be, --1)' 
(4) M" has all quintuples of the form (.~, e-, aM~, e-, - -1)  with aM, aM+ ~ ~0(j.~12), 
where (P l ,  P2, P3, P4, P~, Pn ; ql, q2, qa, q4, qs, qe) ~ '9+ if and only if it is in aM 
and the following quintuples are in 5~r': 
(ql ,  e+, qz, e+, --1),  
(q3 , e+, q4, e+, --1),  
(qs, e~, q~, e-, --1>. 
(5) M" has all quintuples of the form <aM', (a, aM>,~", c , - - l>  with aM, #?', 
aM• ff ~(~.~12) and a, c 6 X', where 
(Px,  P2, Pa, P4, Ps, P6 ; ql, q2, qa, qa, qs, q6) e M" 
3 For a set A, .~(A) denotes the power set, i.e., the set of all subsets of A. A" denotes the 
Cartesian product of A with itself n times~ i.e., the set of n-tuples of members of A, 
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if and only if it is in~ and there exist r l ,  r2, rz, r4, rs, r e ~ ~ and bl,  b~, b a , b 4 , b~ ~ X' 
so that (P l ,  P2, Pa, P.j, P.~, P6 ; rl , r2 , r3 , r4, r5, re) E ~.', and the following quin- 
tuples are in M': 
(ql , a , r 1 , b 1 , +1) ,  ( r2 ,  bl ,  q2 , b~ , - -1 ) ,  
<(q3 , b2 , r3 ,  b3 , 7-1), ( r4 ,  b3 , q4 , b4 , - -1 ) ,  
(q~ , b 4 , r s , b 5 , q - l ) ,  ( re ,  bz, qo, c ,  - -1) .  
Let us say that two crossing sequences 
(P l ,P ' , ,Pa ,P4 ,Ps ,P6)  and (q l ,qo ,qa ,q4 ,q~,q6)  
form a compatible pair with respect o a sequence a1 a 2 ... a i of symbols located on 
squares 1, 2 ..... i, if the following holds: If M '  enters square 1 while in state P l ,  
it will leave square i (heading to the right) in state ql 9 Furthermore, if M' subsequently 
returns to square i while in state q2, it will leave square 1 (heading to the left) in 
state P2 ; if M '  then enters square 1 in state P3, it will eventually leave square i in 
state q3, etc. The fact that the symbols on the tape square will be changed after 
each visit by the machine is taken into account. 
From part (2) of the construction we see that when M'  has just finished moving 
the e- to the left and is about to begin the 3 constant-length round trips, M"  selects 
a set of possible initial crossing sequences. Each sequence in the set ~-  forms a 
compatible pair with itself (with respect o the null sequence of symbols), provided 
that the proper starting state is used in the first position and that the "turn-around" 
constraints on square 0 are satisfied. 
Part (3) of the construction controls the updating of the set of compatible pairs 
which also satisfy the initial and turn-around conditions on the left end of the tape. 
As ~'/" moves from square i -  1 to square i, it carries in its control unit memory 
the set ~ of pairs of crossing sequences compatible with respect o a 1 a 2 ... a i-1 and 
satisfying the left end constraints. This  relation is written in square i along with the 
original symbol a ~ residing there, and is also updated in the control unit memory 
to obtain the relation ~ ' ,  which represents the set of pairs compatible with respect 
to a 1 a ~ ... a i-1 a ~. 
In part (4) the turn-around constraints at the right end are applied. Since the 
machine M '  is deterministic, there is exactly one pair of crossing sequences which 
is both compatible with the entire tape a ~ a 2 ... a k between the end symbols and 
which also satisfies the left end and right end conditions. The relation must correctly 
describe the set of such pairs of sequences and consequently will always have exactly 
one member pair, namely that consisting of the crossing sequence to the right of 
the e- and the one to the left of the e +. 
Thus, by the time M" has traversed the work space once and reached the e + symbol, 
it has determined the crossing sequences at each end of the work space, i.e., the 
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states ql ~ qO o , ,qa ,q~176 qOandq~,q~ ~ , , qa, q~, q~, q~ in Fig. 2 are now known and 
available in the control unit of M". However, a return trip to square 0 is necessary 
to update the symbols on the tape. This is controlled by the final part of the con- 
struction. 
During tile return trip, when M" revisits square i, it has already determined the 
unique crossing sequence which is compatible with the leftmost crossing sequence 
with respect o a I a" ... a i and also compatible with the rightmost crossing sequence 
with respect o a TM a i+2 . . . .  a ~. In Fig. 1, this sequence is (q~ qg.i, qa,i q4,i qsi, ql). Stored 
in square i at this point is the relation .~ describing pairs of sequences compatible 
with respect o a I a 2 ... a ~-1 as well as the symbol a ~. This yields sufficient information 
for M" to determine (q~-l, q~-i, i-1 i-a ~-x M" qa , q4 , qs , qi-1). Finally, can determine the 
resulting symbol c i, which is then written in square i, from the expression 
c, = ~(q~ , . (q i -~,  . (q l  , -(q~-',-(qi,-(qi-~, a')))))). 
From the lemma and the theorem above we now have the 
MAIN THEOREM. For every off-line 1-TM with alphabet Z, there exists an off-line 
1-TM M" such that for every input w ~ (~ -- {B})*, 
(i) M accepts w if and only if M" does. 
(ii) I f  the computation of M requires Rw tape reversals, the computation of M" 
requires at most (R w + 3)/2 reversals. 
Proof. Each segment of computation of M containing 8 tape reversals is replaced 
by 4 round trips of a machine M '  satisfying the conditions of the lemma. A machine 
M" can then be constructed which performs an equivalent segment of computation 
but requires only two round trips, one to handle the work-space-expanding trip of M '  
and one to handle the other 3 round trips. I f  the number of round trips of M '  is a 
multiple of 4, i.e., if the number of reversals of M satisfies Rw --= 7 (mod 8), then 
the number of round trips of M" is exactly half as many, and the number of reversals 
is Rw/2 -- 1/2. Otherwise, the worst case occurs when M makes 4 extra reversals 
so that Rw ~ 3 (mod 8). Then M" will also make the 4 extra reversals instead of 2, 
and Rw/2 + 3/2 reversals will be required. 
Since one may iterate the construction of the main theorem, it follows that tape 
reversals for off-line I -TM's  may be reduced by any constant factor. Stated more 
precisely, we have 
COROLLARY. For every off-line 1-TM M with alphabet ~, and every constant ~ > O, 
there exists an off-line 1-TM M" such that for every input w ~ (X -- {B})* 
(i) M accepts w if and only if M" does. 
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(ii) I f  the computations of M and M" require R~ and R"~ tape reversals, respectively, 
then 
R~ ~< max{p, 3}, where p is the least integer such that p ~ ~ 9 R . 
An obvious modification of the construction of the main theorem will permit the 3 
to be replaced by 1. 
I f  a machine M is regarded as a transducer, one round trip cannot, in general, 
be replaced by a single pass over the tape. Consider, for example, a machine which 
leaves its input w alone if the rightmost symbol of w is a 1 and replaces w by 0 
otherwise. If M is an acceptor, however, a bounded number of reversals can be 
completely eliminated by a modification of the main construction, since in that 
construction the final state of M '  (or M) is known by the time M" reaches the e- 
for the first time. Thus, when M is an acceptor, part (ii) of the corollary, above, 
can be replaced by R,o ~< E 9 R,o and will hold for all w. 
REVERSAL COMPLEXITY CLASSES AND ON-LINE iV[ACHINES 
When classifying sets in terms of machine-based measures of computational 
complexity, it has often been customary to express the complexity measure of a 
computation i terms of the length of the input string w, rather than w itself. Associated 
with a nondecreasing function R(k) (from non-negative integers to non-negative 
integers) is the class of sets of strings definable by a machine in the class ~ of 
machines under consideration and having complexity measure no greater than R(k) 
for each input of length k. 
In the case where R(k) provides an upper bound on the number of tape reversals 
for all inputs of length 1 ~ k on a I -TM,  the classes may be called reversal complexity 
classes. The main theorem of this paper immediately implies that the off-line reversal 
complexity classes are invariant under linear changes in R(k) for all nondecreasing 
functions R(k), i.e., the off-line classes associated with R(k) and c.R(k)  for any 
constant c > 0 are the same. It has been mentioned in the introduction that this is 
not always true for on-line reversal classes. This contrast warrants further discussion. 
An on-line 1-TM has a special one-way read-only input tape in addition to its 
storage tape, ~vhich is initially blank. Both tapes are shifted according to the state 
of the control unit, and the state transitions depend upon the symbols under scan 
on both the input tape aald the storage tape. A formal definition appears in [6] as 
do a number of results for on-line reversal complexity classes. 
Hartmanis has shown that when R(k)_is any constant function or when R(k) is a 
certain function which grows approximately as fast as log2(k), then the on-line class 
associated with R(k) -- 1 is strictly contained in the class associated with R(k) [6]. 
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Thus, no "speed up" is possible for certain on-line complexity classes. However, Blum 
has recently shown that on-line 1-TM's can be sped up by a constant factor whenever 
R(k) grows at least as fast as k TM for some E :> 0 [2]. The existence of this result 
has led Hartmanis to observe that there does exist a reasonable relationship between 
reversals on on-line and off-line machines [7]. A slightly modified version of these 
observations i given below. 
Remark 1. For every off-line I -TM M, there exists an on-line I -TM M 1 such 
that for any input w 
(i) M accepts w if and only if M 1 does. 
(ii) If M requires R w tape reversals, so does M 1 . 
Remark 2. For every on-line 1-TM 11//1, there exists an off-line 1-TM M'  such 
that for any input w 
(i) &I1 accepts w if and only if M '  does. 
(ii) If M1 requires R~ tape reversals, M '  requires at most Rw q- 2k reversals, 
where h is the length of w. (The 2 may be replaced by any positive constant.) 
The proofs are not complicated and are left to the reader. 
Using the above observations one can obtain a slight strengthening of Blum's 
result. 
"I'HEORE.~'I. For every on-line I -TM )ll I with input alphabet Z, and every ~1 > O, 
there exists another on-line I -TM Mz such that for any input w ~ (S, -- {B})* 
(i) M1 accepts w if and only i f  M2 does. 
(ii) If  the computations ofM 1 and M., require R~ and 1~ w tape reversals, respectively, 
then Rw <~ E1 " max(Rw, k}, where k is the length of w. 
Proof. Given .,hr t requiring Rw tape reversals for input w, one can find an 
equivalent off-line 1-TM M requiring Rw + 2k reversals, where k is the length of w. 
Applying the corollary to the main theorem with ~ < E1/4 one obtains an off-line 
machine M" taking no more than ExR~,/4 + Elk~2 reversals. By considering the cases 
Rw ~ 2k and R~ > 2k, one obtains the desired inequality for M". Finally, one 
obtains an on-line machine/?/2, which accepts the same inputs as M", M and M x , 
and which requires the same number of reversals as M". 
Thus, if R(k) > E 9 k for some ~ > 0 and for all k, then for any constant c :> 0, 
the on-line complexity classes associated with R(k) and with c 9 R(k) are the same. 
Furthermore, by considering the transformations from M x to M" and from M" to 
M~ given above, we see immediately that for any such R(k) the on-line and off-line 
classes for R(k) coincide. 
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We conclude by posing two questions: 
(1) On-line computations with R(k) ~ E 9 k for some E > 0, can be sped up 
by a constant, and on-line computations with slowly growing R(k) cannot. Can one 
find an F(k) such that for all nondecreasing functions growing faster than F(k) an 
on-line reversal speed up is possible and for all functions growing more slowly than 
F(k) no reversal reduction is possible ?
(2) For those functions R(k) such that on-line speed up does not hold, the 
on-line and off-line complexity classes for R(k) obviously do not, in general, coincide. 
In what cases do there exist pairs of functions (R(k), R'(k)) so that the on-line class 
for R(k) is the same as the off-line class for R'(k) ? For example, for R'(k) a constant, 
it is known that the off-line complexity class contains only regular sets (cf. [9]). 
Thus R(k) =- 0 and R'(k) :-- c form such a pair for any constant c > 0. 
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